KAYU®-Borneo-Mahogany™
is carefully selected from the Dark Red Meranti
group of species. Reddish brown in color when it
is freshly installed. Overtime, Borneo-Mahogany
deepens in color to that famous luxurious red
brownish color and then gradually silvering over
time. An incredible combination of beauty and
performance, strength, and durability that is
superior even among the finest siding materials
available, of any kind.
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Its dense cell structure and interlocking grain
serves as a natural deterrent to decay, insects and
mold caused by humidity, and deterioration
caused by snow and hot summer days. Reliable
for longevity, durability and low-maintenance.
Always beautiful.
A proven performer for decades in the most
extreme and demanding applications. 100% clear
grade, kiln-dried for consistency, smoothly
finished & always double checked by KAYU
exclusive graders.
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KAYU®-Borneo-Mahogany™
Exterior Siding
100% Natural Hardwood
Enjoy the Beauty of Nature

KAYU®-SIDING™ - UNLIMITED POSSIBLITIES
There are endless design options these days to
create the perfect statement you are looking to
build. Whether it’s Classic, Elegant, Modern or
Contemporary, Kayu® has the superior performing,
natural beauty that will add value to your home or
business and enhance your outdoor living
experience.
Choosing the right material is just as important as
creating the right image. While aesthetics is always
important you will also want to consider the
material’s durability, ability to resists water, ease of
installation
and
versatility.
KAYU®-BorneoMahogany™ fosters the same mahogany materials
that have been used and loved in the classic
yachting / boating industry above and below the
water line for over 100 years of proven Beauty
and Performance.

ADVANTAGES OF HARDWOOD KAYU®-SIDING™

First impressions are an Important Part of Business.Commercial Building Front Entrance - Under Construction

KAYU® DRYING
KAYU® siding is skillfully kiln-dried for consistent
application, board to board, using a sophisticated
process of computer and operator controlled heat
and humidity to adjust and regulate the drying of
the boards. Excessive moisture will cause the boards
to expand slightly. Unlike air dried boards, shrinkage
is very limited. Please refer to our website
www.kayu.com resource pdf. about why kiln drying
is far superior to air-dried.

DISCLAIMER
KAYU® hardwood products are carefully selected and
inspected to ensure the ﬁnest quality. However, all wood is
subject to expansion and contraction as the moisture in
the environment surrounding the wood changes.
Shrinkage, expansion, checking and other movement are
normal occurrences in all hardwood siding. Natural wood
products are subject to variances in color, grain, density
and performance.

When used in normal, moderate or extreme
climates; hardwood has a natural flexibility that
provides very real advantages that other material
can’t. Unlike masonry and other rigid materials, the
natural resilience & superior strength to weight
ratio of Kayu® selected hardwood enables it to
withstand far greater stresses & movement.
Kayu® siding can be installed vertically, diagonally,
or in any combination; siding can be painted and
stained virtually any color. Furthermore, unlike
many species of wood, Borneo-Mahogany grows
all year-long and has excellent paint holding fibers;
allowing oil-based stain or paint to be applied to
both the smooth and rough-sawn side, which will
readily absorb the coating.
In most instances, our hardwood siding can be
repaired more easily than other forms of exterior
siding. A single damaged board of siding can
usually be replaced or repainted.
Wood siding is generally considered the most
environmentally friendly option, as opposed to
other materials, Wood is also a renewable and
biodegradable resource. 100% natural, 100%
organic, 100% Chemical free. Naturally resistant to
Rot, Insect attack, Fungus and Decay.

www.KAYU.com

 Reddish brown and uniform in color, beautiful luster with
natural moderate color variations.
 Kayu® hardwoods do not have natural tannins compared
to cedar and other softwoods that react with fasteners
leaving unsightly black streaks.
 100% natural & 100% organic, with no preservatives or
additives. Naturally resistant to decay, insects and mold.
 100% clear grade heartwood; Always inspected by Kayu®
exclusive graders.
 15% denser than Douglas Fir and virtually 50% denser
than Cedar. Kayu® has lower rate of shrinkage and
expansion.
 Excellent value compared to similar hardwoods and
composites.
 Low & easy maintenance; allow to weather to silver
patina color or clean, wash & oil to bring back the woods
natural beauty & warmth.
 Easy to Install. Cuts & Glues Remarkably Well. Low Job Site
Waste (Low Breakage & Splits).
 Reliable for Longevity and Durability.
 Proven performer in marine/pleasure boating industry for
over 100 years; classic yacht wood above and below
waterline. used for siding for over 50 years of proved
success.
 Consistent density provides stable temperature of siding.
 Selectively Logged only from Malaysia and Indonesia,
world Leaders in sustainable forestry practices.
 100% Lacey Act and SVLK compliant.
 Premium Even Length Boards available year-round 8' to 16'.

EXTERIOR SIDING - BASICS TO CONSIDER
Water Resistance. Water-resistant types of siding will
have longer life spans.
Energy Efficiency. Check the R-value rating for
energy savings and understand what will be
needed as far as insulation beneath the siding.
Versatility. Make sure the siding has the versatility to
meet the different requirements of your specific
project. If there are aspects of your home’s exterior
that will make using a particular type of siding more
challenging than others, make sure you understand
what the added costs or necessary adjustments will be.
Eye-Catcher. Your siding will be in full view as you
come and go, so make sure it is beautiful and
pleasing to you.
Resilience. Does it have the strength to resist
temperature shifts in your climate? How does the
species stand up to everyday wear and tear.

